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NEWSLETTER
About Whitetulip

President’s Corner

Whitetulip Health Foundation (WHF) is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization that connects healthcare professionals
who want to give back to society. Its aim is to create a platform, where they can share ideas and experiences, provide
mutual support and collaborate, channel their own personal
passions and skills in community projects both locally and
abroad.
The founders of Whitetulip were inspired by the white tulip
flower, which is an important symbol of purity, caring, and
aspiration. As our foundation grows, we continue to be
inspired by this perennial sun seeker and seek to share our
passion for healthcare improvement.
We are inspired by the countless healthcare professionals
who go beyond the call of duty in improving the health and
well-being of societies around the world. Whitetulip Health
Foundation aims to nurture this ethos of giving and service
in our medical communities at home and abroad.

Dear Whitetulip members and volunteers
Thank you for working hard and continue to
strive to improve academic and professional
development of our colleagues.
Whitetulip has engaged in supporting the
healthcare community throughout their careers
at various stages and provided academic and
professional mentorship programs to emerging
healthcare professionals. The program offers
seminars and training sessions to prepare potential candidates for residency, fellowship, and
other professional positions. It also provides
advisory programs to its members to help them
direct the course of their professional lives and
guidance to international medical graduates for
a smooth integration into the healthcare system.
Although, Whitetulip initially began its journey
with physicians, now all healthcare providers
whether dentists, nurses, pharmacists, technologists, or psychologists utilizing Whitetulip as a
platform to get together and organize activities
toward their colleagues or public.

Doctor’s Day Dinner was held on May 23, 2019 at Chart House,
Weehawken, NJ.

Whitetulip strongly encourages its members
and volunteers to collaborate with other similar
institutions and foundations to organize activities together so that they combine forces for
the benefit of community they serve, know each
other, and learn from each other.
We care our community, yet, together we care
better!
Sincerely,

On March 28, Pittsburgh Branch organized a workshop to discuss
American Healthcare System

Servet Tatli, MD,
President, Whitetulip Health Foundation
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
Prevention of Substance Abuse in Youth Save Your Heart,
Indiana Branch
Save Your Health
This event was held at Indiana Math and Science Academy
North cafeteria on January 25, attended by parents who has
children (0- 18 years old). The discussion was held based on the
parenting book “How to talk so kids will listen, how to listen so
kids will talk” ( Authors: Adele Faber, Elaine Mazlish). The talk
covered almost the entire book, in summary: helping children
deal with their feelings, engaging cooperation, alternatives to
punishment, encouraging autonomy, praise, freeing children
from playing roles. It was an interactive talk , enriched with the
audience input, providing a platform where parents can share
their our thoughts and experiences.
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Western Massachusetts Branch
On February 12, Springfield Branch
organized an event in Agawam, Massachusetts. Dr. Hamdy Abozenah
talked about lifestyle changes to keep
your heart health such as diet changes,
exercise and how obesity affects overall
health.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
Womens Heart
Health
Indiana Branch

On March 15, 2019 at
YWCA of Muncie which is
a women’s shelter, members
and volunteers of Whitetulip Health Foundation organized a public education
event. A healthy lunch was
followed by a power point
presentation on “ Women’s
Heart Health”. Presenters covered the topics of
“Hypertension, diabetes,
obesity, heart attack (signs
and symptoms, prevention,
actions to take when having symptoms of heart attack, treatment
and preventive life style changes).
At the end of the presentation, blood pressure measurement,
blood glucose check, weight & height measurement with BMI
calculation with a short , individualized assessment of risk factors
and recommendations based on their numbers were provided.

How To Talk, So
Kids Will Listen And
Listen So Kids Will
Talk
Indiana Branch
On May 15, Indiana Branch organized
an event in Hannah Center. Hannah
Center is a non-profit serving women
who come seeking help in making
decisions about their pregnancies
and related concerns, it is also open
to men, families grandparents and
babies. In addition to residential and
material support, they provide support
classes and education on baby safety,
parenting and parenting. There was
an introductory talk, which was very
welcomed. Monthly workshops on
parenting based on the same book will
continue. The audience was mostly
made up of parents.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
Let’s Learn About Stroke Prevention
Indiana Branch
On July 17, Indiana branch organized an educational talk
on “Stroke Awareness and Prevention.” The speakers were
WHF Physicians.
This talk was given at
the YWCA Central
Indiana which is
a women’s shelter
serving for the
community for more
than 150 years. The
mission of the center is
eliminating racism and
empowering women.
This talk aimed at
educating the audience
on the definition, risk
factors, warning signs
and the prevention
strategies. It was an
interactive talk where
audience freely asked
questions and their
personal concerns
regarding the topic.
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Community Health Fair
Western Massachusetts Branch
On July 15, Indiana branch organized
and educational talk on Stroke
awareness and prevention. This event
took place at Coburn Place which is a
women’s shelter serving for many years
for the community with the mission of
empowering women who are victims
of interpersonal abuse including
domestic violence. The talk was again
on the Stroke awareness and prevention
focusing on the definition, risk factors,
warning signs and prevention strategies.
It was a friendly, interactive talk, with
lunch together with the audience.
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MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Blood Drive at Johnson’s Library
New Jersey Branch

On February
23, New
Jersey Branch
organized a
Blood Drive
at Johnson’s
Library. The
drive was
open to the
public.

Community Health Fair
West Massachusetts Branch
On February 9, Massachusetts Branch
organized a community health fair.
A health fair is an educational and
interactive event designed for outreach
to provide basic preventive medicine
and medical screening to people in the
community or employees at work in
conjunction with workplace wellness.
The general public was invited and they
checked for Blood Mass Index, Blood
Pressure and Glucose Level.

Activities in last 3months
¨

¨

Photo(s), video(s) and brief definition of an event on
a single slide

Add a new slide for additional events
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MEDICAL FORUM
Medical Forum Talk:
How to Become A Great Physician

Buffalo Branch

On April 4, New York
branch organized
an event at Jacobs
School of Medicine.
The main speaker
was Thomas A. Russo.
Thomas A, Russo,
M.D. is a Prodessor
and Chief of
Infectious Disease. He
is in the Department
of Medicine in Jacobs
School of medicine
and Biomedical
Sciences at University
of Buffalo. The
audience was made
up of the general
community, WHF
members and volunteers.

Pelvic Health and Urinary Incontinence
In Women
Buffalo Branch
On March 14, New York
branch organized an event
at Clarence Senior Center.
The main speaker was Dr.
Magda Osman. Dr Magda
Osman ia board certified in
Obstetrics and Gynecology
and is a part of the Buffalo
Medical Group. The guests
were made up of the
general community, WHF
members and volunteers.
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Alzheimer’s Prevention
Knot’s and Tangles
New York Branch
On March 14, New York branch organized
an event at Clarence Senior Center. The main
speaker was Dr. Magda Osman. Dr Magda
Osman ia board certified in Obstetrics and
Gynecology and is a part of the Buffalo
Medical Group. The guests were made up of
the general community, WHF members and
volunteers. At Clarence Senior Center, Dr.
Clifton was main speaker. Vermon Clifton
MD, MBA is a Clinical Assistant Professor
in the division of geriatric and Palliative
Medicine University of Buffalo. He spoke
about exciting findings for prevention of
Alzheimer’s disease. The audience was made
up of the general community, hospital staff,
WHF members and volunteers.
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DOCTOR’S DAY
Whitetulip Doctor’s Day Dinner
New Jersey Branch
On Thursday May 23rd, WHF hosted a networking dinner. Up
to a 140 health professsionals (physicians, nurses, pharmacists,
psychologists and •, dentists) from both New Jersey and New
York attended.
Dr. Tatli made the opening speech, and our keynote speaker
Kirk Tice, President & CEO of Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital Rahway spoke about the Future of Medical
Practice. Guests had the opportunity for networking with
one another as well as gladly enjoyed themselves with the
Manhattan view.
Live music complimented the night throughout the program
after ending on a spectacular performance.
The program had two main sponsors - TEVA Pharmaceutical
Industries & siParadigm Diagnostic Informatics. Both
companies set up tables for promotion before joining us for
the dinner with their assigned representatives.
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whitetulip
HEALTH

FOUNDATION

Together, we care better

Head Office: ________________

999 Riverview Dr, Suite 201, Totowa, New Jersey 07512
Phone: (973) 406 5163, Email: info@whitetulip.org
Website: www.whitetulip.org

Branches: _________________
• New Jersey, Atlanta, Little Rock, Providence, New Haven
New York, Baltimore, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Minneapolis
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Charlotte, Orlando, Louisville
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas, Buffalo, Salt Lake City,
Western Massachusetts
Boston, New Orleans, Columbus, Houston, Indianapolis,
North Carolina.

